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Peninsula Fly Fishers  

October O’Neill Forebay Fishout 

Nov. 20, 2021 - UPDATED 

  
  
  

Time and Location:  

  

We will meet at 7:30 am at the put in spot.  (Change from earlier directions.)  See map below, after you pay 
fees ($10/day) and do the watercraft check, take the first right and drive down the dirt road.  At the fork, go 

right and down to the water where noted: 

 

 
 

Watercraft Inspection: 

 

The state parks have recently changed their policy for checking for invasive species at O’Neill.  There is still a 
check and the critical criteria are clean and dry.  Your watercraft doesn’t have to look brand new, but it 

shouldn’t be caked with mud or debris.  They are less concerned about inflatables and are more concerned 

about inspecting trailered power boats or kayaks that have live bait wells or similar compartments.   
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But be on the safe side and make sure your watercraft – as well as your waders, fins, boots, oars or anything 

in contact with the water – are clean and dry.  The level of inspection unfortunately may vary depending on 
the ranger, so best to play it safe. 

 

Directions to O’Neill Forebay:  

  

Highway 101 south to Gilroy. Take the CA 152 East Exit toward Pacheco Pass/Los Banos and I-5. In 
approximately 33 miles, look for a left hand turn lane, directly across from the Dam for San Luis Res., entitled 

“San Luis Creek Entrance”. From the Peninsula allow 1.75 – 2.00 hour drive time. If you want to arrive the 
night before (Friday night) there is a Motel 6 near the intersection of CA 152 and CA 33, about 2 miles from 

the entrance. There are also two campgrounds at O’Neill Forebay. The better one is the San Luis Creek 
Campground. It is very nice, right next to the lake. You will need to make reservation. Go to the San Luis 

Reservoir State recreation Area website for details. Here is the link: https://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=558.  

  

Note – Earlier this week there was extremely dense fog in the valley in the mornings.  This required extreme 

caution when driving over Pacheco pass (even though it’s a separated highway) by San Luis Reservoir.  The fog 

is supposed to clear by late this week but allow enough driving time and obviously, slow down and drive 

carefully if you encounter the fog. 

 

Weather/Wind:  

  

We will check the weather/wind forecast for several days leading up to the date of the outing. The major 
concern when fishing the area can be the wind. We will let everyone know if it will be too windy to safely fish. 

Usually the winds are fairly calm in the fall. If the forecast is for average wind condition greater than 12 mph, 
it will be too windy and we’ll have to reschedule for another date. If we need to reschedule due to 

weather/wind, we’ll let you know by Friday, Nov. 19.  

  

Equipment/Gear List:  

  

• Pontoon /float tube/kayak/canoe  

• PDF (Personal Floatation Device, life jacket)  

• Tow line (optional, but good to have)  

• Fins (with keepers)  

• Waders & wading belt  

• Fish Finder and holder (optional)  

• 7 -9 weight rod (9ft – 10 ft), fast action preferred. A second rod with an I-line (intermediate sink) set-up 

is also good to have as a second option.  If you fish early morning, you can also bring a floating line rig 
and topwater poppers. 

• Integrated shooting heads (250 gr to 350 gr) or a traditional shooting head set-up with a T-10/T-11 
head (can use a type III – VI or the new S5 – S7 sink rate), appropriate length for the rod  

• Tippet, 5 feet of 15lb – 20lb is fine. Use this for leaders instead of traditional tapered leaders.  

• Hemostats (heavy duty) or saltwater pliers  

• Nippers  

• Flies (small Clousers, size 2, 3’ long,  in a variety of color combinations, chartreus/white, blue/white, 
yellow/white, gray/blue/white)  
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• Jacket  

• Hat  

• Sunglasses  

• Sunscreen  

• Stripping guards/ tape  

• Small first aid kit  

• Folding chair to sit on for lunch. 

• Water, drinks 

• Small binoculars (optional)  

• Watercraft light (optional – Earlier in the week it was foggy in the early morning and rangers required 

watercraft to have a mounted light.  That should not be an issue this weekend, but if you have a 

watercraft light, you can bring it.) 

  

Other Stuff:  

  

To land stripers, we usually just “lip” the fish with your thumb thumb and index finger. If it’s a larger fish you 

can use a boga grip if you have one.  You can optionally bring a net, however it’s really not necessary.  

  

Bring drinks to hydrate. There are no stores or services at the Forebay. Also remember you 

don't need a lot of gear, so keep it simple and "uncluttered".  

  

Once everyone gets set up, we will go through some of the basics on shore before we hit the water. Much of 
the water will range in depth from 2-10 feet. The middle channel is approximately 20-22 feet deep. We will 

mostly target the large flats, however we will fish the channel on occasion as we are going across between the 
flats on both sides of the channel. You can optionally fish the channel, fishing down and back up.  

   


